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Abstract: Biometric systems proven to be one of the most reliable and robust method for human 

identification. Integration of biometrics among the standard of living provokes the necessity to vogue secure 

authentication systems. The use of palm-prints for user access and authentication has increased in the last 

decade. To give the essential security and protection benefits, conventional neural networks (CNNs) has 

been bestowed during this work. The combined CNN and feature transform structure is employed for 

mapping palm-prints to random base-n codes. Further, secure hash algorithm (SHA-3) is used to generate 

secure palm-print templates. The proficiency of the proposed approach has been tested on PolyU, CASIA 

and IIT-Delhi palm-print datasets. The best recognition performance in terms of Equal Error Rate (EER) 

of 0.62% and Genuine Acceptance Rate (GAR) of 99.05% was achieved on PolyU database.   
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1. Introduction 
 

The progress in information society, extended the need of secure identity systems. The conventional identity 

systems such as password or token does not provide adequate security against identity fraud. In modern 

information society, biometric recognition has been acquired a lot of public consideration as it is secure and 

convenient [1]. Biometrics, that deals with the recognition of an individual dependent on their physiological 

and behavioral attributes. Biometric traits are unique, stable and can isolate one individual from another 

[2]. Due to the arrangement of large biometric frameworks like Aadhar (in India) [3] and Mykad (in 

Malaysia) [4], it is essential to guarantee the security of biometric templates to acquire public conviction 

and trust in them.  The EU general data protection regulation (2016/679) has characterized biometric 

information as sensitive information [5]. Therefore, the security of biometric templates is a fundamental 

and vital issue [6]. The biometric framework offers different preferences over the customary framework, 

yet the biometric framework itself is vulnerable to numerous identity threats [7, 8].  

Ratha et al. [9-11] investigates the strength and shortcoming of the finger print biometric. They 

distinguished various kinds of attacks and relating attack points and furthermore proposed answers to 

prevent some of the attacks. Among them, attack on the biometric template database is the most vulnerable 

attack. The ISO/IEC 24745 standard proposed primary security necessities of Biometric Template 

Protection (BTP) techniques in 2011 [12]. The BTP techniques stores some kind of transformed information 

as opposed to the original biometric template to offer the essential security level.  

The biometric traits like iris, face, voice, finger print, and hand geometry have been utilized for control 

access and user verification in security systems. Face recognition is quite possibly the most adaptable 

biometric methodology, working in any event, when subject is uninformed of being scanned. Face biometric 

has been restricted by the issues related with appearances, posture and light [13]. Iris as a biometric is 

widely used, however its image capturing is difficult and expensive [14]. Fingerprint as a biometric is 

broadly utilized because of its simple and inexpensive data capturing.  
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Fingerprint verification has been restricted by the troubles, for example, manual workers and aged 

individuals fail to give adequate quality fingerprints [15].  

Among various biometric traits, palm-prints offers several advantages, such as rich feature set, high 

recognition speed, and simplicity of data collection [16]. The high resolution palm-print images having 

resolution of 400 dpi and are suitable for scientific and legitimate applications. The images consists of 

edges, singular points and minutia points. Low resolution images (150 dpi or less) are extensively used for 

civil and business applications [17]. These images involve principle lines, texture and wrinkles as 

significant features.  

Similar to other biometric modalities, the increasing use of palm-print recognition has raised privacy 

concerns significantly [18, 19]. Biometric template protection can be categories into two classes (a) 

biometric cryptosystems and (b) cancelable biometrics. In these days, cryptography is one of the best ways 

to improve the biometric security. Biometric cryptosystems can be categories as key-generation and key-

binding scheme [20]. In key-generation the secret is generated directly from the biometric feature and in 

key-binding the secret is secured using biometric feature.  

Juels and Wattenberg [21] proposed a fuzzy commitment scheme that is capable of protecting biometric 

data. The fuzzy commitment schemes suffer from drawbacks such as impracticable assumptions, restricted 

length of keys and restricted error correcting capability.  

To overcome the limitations of fuzzy commitment schemes a new approach called fuzzy vault schemes 

[22] have been investigated in the past. Fuzzy vault algorithm i.e. a traditional algorithm in key-binding 

strategy that can connect the fuzziness of biological features with the accuracy of key algorithm. The 

fundamental issues in the fuzzy vault are lack of reusability [23] and cross-match attack [21]. 

Dodis et al. [24] proposed more generalized framework i.e. fuzzy extractors and demonstrate that secure 

sketches imply fuzzy extractors. They also give different enhancements and expansions to previous 

schemes. Fuzzy extractors only concern about the strength of the secret key extracted.  They cannot 

straightforwardly guarantee that privacy is preserved.   

In recent years, cancelable biometrics has become an active research area as it provides good recognition 

accuracy and strong security [25, 26]. The concept of cancelable biometrics was proposed by Ratha et al. 

[9] to ensure the security and privacy of the biometric templates. It refers to the irreversible transform. 

Connie et al. [27] proposed PamHashing which addresses the non-revocable biometric issue.  The method 

uses a set of pseudo-random keys to attain a unique code i.e. palmhash which can be stored in portable 

devices (tokens, smartcards) for verification.  In addition, PalmHashing offers several advantages such as 

zero EER occurrences and isolated genuine-imposter populations.  

The security and secrecy of the transmitted templates is enhanced by using encryption and data hiding 

techniques. Khan et al. [28] presents a novel content based chaotic secure hidden transmission scheme.  

Biometric images are used to generate secret keys and these are used as the initial condition of the chaotic 

map. Each transaction session has different secret keys to protect from the attacks. For the encryption, two 

chaotic maps are integrated that further resolve the finite word length effect. The method also enhances the 

system’s resistance against attacks. But, the templates are not cancelable during verification stage. 

Umer et al. [29] suggested a feature learning approach to generate cancelable iris templates. The method 

extended the existing BioHashing scheme in two token scenarios such as subject-specific and subject 

independent.  

Jin et al. [30] proposed an Index-of-Max (IoM) hashing based on ranking-based locality sensitive for 

biometric template protection. The hashing is more robust against biometric feature variation as it is 

insensitive to the feature magnitude. The magnitude-independence trait makes the hash codes being scale-

invariant, which is critical for matching and feature alignment. 

In [31] a dual-key-binding cancelable cryptosystem was developed to improve the security needs of palm-

print biometrics. Dual-key-binding scrambling not only has more robustness to resist against chosen plain 

text attack, but also enhances the secure requirement of non-invertibility. 
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Fig.1. The representation of the proposed authentication system. 
 

 
Fig. 2. ROI location technique (a) Grayscale image of palm (b) Filtered image (c) binary image (d) Obtained finger 

valleys and fingertips (e) Calculating the ROI using the maxima and minima (f) Extracted ROI. 

 

Li et al. [32] generates cancelable palm-print templates by using the chaotic high speed stream cipher.  The 

palm-print features having multiple orientations are encoded in a phase coding scheme. The method fails 

to satisfy irreversibility property. 

To balance the conflict between security and verification performance cancelable palm-print coding 

schemes are proposed in [33]. The method also reduces computational complexity and storage cost, by 

extending the coding framework from one dimension to two dimensions.  The irreversible projections 

(2DHash and 2DPhasor) projections ensured the irreversibility.   

Teoh et al. [34] proposed BioHashes that are straightforwardly revoked and reissued (via refreshed 

password or reissued token) if compromised. BioHashing furthermore enhances recognition effectiveness 

by using the random multi-space quantization of biometric and external random inputs.  
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Sadhya and Raman [35] proposed a cancelable IrisCode i.e. Locality Sampled Code (LSC) based on the 

concept of Locality Sensitive Hashing (LSH).  The method provides security guarantees and also gives 

satisfactory system performance.  

Recently, Bloom filter have also been extensively researched for biometric template protection. Bloom 

filter is extensively used in database and network applications. Bringer et al. [36, 37] develop Bloom filter-

based iris biometric template protection scheme. They performed a brute force attack for each block of the 

code words successfully and analyzed the unlinkability and irreversibility of the biometric template [38]. 

Therefore, some randomized bloom filter biometric template protection schemes have emerged [39, 40]. 

Rathgeb et al. [41] proposed an adaptive Bloom filters to generate cancelable iris templates.  Bloom filter-

based representations of iris-codes enable an efficient alignment-invariant biometric comparison.  Although 

the original bloom filter scheme claimed of satisfying the irreversibility, but the scheme was shown to be 

vulnerable to cross-matching attacks.  

In recent past, random projection is extensively used for generating revocable biometric templates to ensure 

the security of the biometric data [42-44]. These methods uses many-to-one mapping to protect the 

biometric templates. The original feature vector is projected into a newer feature vector which having lower 

dimensions. With the help of user-specific key, the projection is guided to ensure the security [45].  

To overcome the issue of changing quality of biometric sample a sector based random projection method 

is proposed by Pillai et al. [46]. When the random projection is applied to the entire iris image, then the low 

quality region tends to corrupt the data of the good-quality region. The negative impact of the low quality 

region is confined locally by partitioning the sample into numerous areas and applying random projection 

to every area separately. 

Pillai et al. [47] presents random projection and sparse representation based method for iris recognition. 

Random projection along with random permutation is utilized to empower revocability, while sparse 

representation is utilized for image selection.  

Jin et al. [48] proposed a two-dimensional random projection method called minutia vicinity decomposition 

(MVD) for generating cancelable fingerprint templates.  

Trivedi et al. [49] generates the non-invertible fingerprint templates by utilizing Delaunay triangulation. 

The extracted minutia features are secured through arbitrary binary string (key). The generated template is 

revocable and another template can be made simply by changing the random binary string (key).  

Block remapping and image warping strategies are used to produce cancelable iris templates [50]. The iris 

image is separated into arbitrary squares and exposed to random permutation. The method can restore the 

60% of the original template when the permutation key and stolen template are accessible [51]. 

Li et al. [52] proposed cancelable palm-print template based on randomized cuckoo hashing and minHash. 

Initially, palm-print features are extracted by utilizing anisotropic filter and further secured by randomized 

cuckoo hashing. To additionally improve the unlinkability, minHash is applied to the transformed template.  

In the above literature, the transformation techniques are vulnerable to token-stolen scenario if the token is 

compromised. Most of the transformation techniques are confirmed for a specific modality and not defined 

their performance for other modalities.  

This paper addresses the requirement for a secure and cancelable biometric template generation as an 

illustration to palm-print biometry.  

This work proposes a secure and revocable biometric recognition framework. A cancelable and tunable 

security is planned by victimization random base-n codes to shield the authentication system from brute-

force attacks.  

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the proposed approach for secure palm-print 

recognition. The performance analysis and therefore the security for the proposed approach are bestowed 

in Sections 4. Section 5 summaries and concludes the paper. 

 

2. Proposed methodology  
 

A palm-print recognition methodology is proposed which achieves high level of security and accuracy, 

using no pre-assumptions in terms of variations in illumination, pose and the type of security attack.  
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Aiming to exploit the benefits of CNN and transformation scheme in a single mechanism is proposed as 

illustrated in Fig. 1. Initially pre-processing is done in order to get stable and aligned ROIs. After that, CNN 

is used as a feature extraction module which takes ROIs as input image. The extracted features are classified 

into classes by the fully connected layers. The last layer can be used as features (bottle neck features (BNFs) 

with any generic classifier [53]. CNN having penultimate layer which, generates generic descriptor. 

Researchers have shown that these descriptors are very efficient for classification [54, 55]. Further, the 

generated feature vector is transformed into a new feature vector. 

Standard biometric systems store original biometric information that may be susceptible to data theft and 

data extortion and can becoming an issue of security. So, random base-n codes are used to ensure security. 

The codes are not correlated with the original biometric sample and used as output labels (for classification). 

Further, secure hash algorithm (SHA-3) is applied to hash (random codes) and kept as a template. Hashing 

is non-invertible transformation. It is used as classification labels which, ensures secure storage of codes. 

Initially an input (test sample) is fed to the trained model which further computes a hash code. To 

authenticate the user, the hash code compared with the stored database codes. The noninvertible property 

of Hash codes eliminates the probability of extracting the original biometric sample. Random codes with 

different set are used as labels which introduces cancellability in the proposed approach. 

 

2.1 Pre-processing  

 

Pre-processing is an important step for palm-print recognition, which has a significant impact on the 

outcome of recognition. The existing palm print ROI extraction algorithms are based on a common criterion 

of choosing the points in and around the fingers for segmenting the palm region [56-59]. In this paper, 

distance based ROI extraction method is used, which reduces the effects of pose variation and hand rotation 

[58]. Fig. 2 shows the respective ROI extraction steps. Initially, an original hand image is selected from the 

available palm-print database. Then, a lowpass filter (Gaussian smoothing) is applied to the original image 

that overcomes the initial level image abnormalities. Thresholding (Multilevel ostu’s method) is applied on 
the filtered image to obtain a binarized image [57]. The resulting binarized image is used to obtain the 

boundary of the hand. Point-finding algorithm is used to locate the key points (fingers tips and finger 

valley), as these points are insensitive to rotation of the image caused during image acquisition. Further, a 

reference point within the palm is chosen as centroid using valley points of the index finger and the middle 

finger. A square region is formed using the centroid as shown in Fig. 2(e). The resulting square region is 

Region of Interest (ROI), extracted from the image as shown in Fig. 2(f). 

 

2.2 Conventional Neural Networks (CNN) 
 

CNNs are multi-layer neural networks. Like customary neural systems, they are made out of a few loads 

and inclinations that are learned according to the ideal planning of sources of info and yields [60]. A CNN 

is a start to finish non-direct framework that can be prepared to gain significant level portrayals 

straightforwardly from raw images [61, 62]. The principle segments of the CNN design are convolution, 

pooling furthermore, completely associated layers. 

The input could be a ROI extracted grayscale image I . A weight matrix 
m×m×c×k

W R is convolved with 

input I . The weight matrix spans across a tiny low patch of size  m m with a stride s , wherever

 min ,m b h . The weight sharing is used to model correlations within the input I . Further, k  feature 

maps are generated by weight matrix.  

 

 

 



The convolution operation is given as follows: 

 

                 1
c

Output W I B     
 
  

Where image with a matrix
b×h×c

I R , b is input breadth, h is height and c  is number of channels. The 

output matrix is calculated as
     / /b m s h m s ×k

Output R
   , B refers bias and  is a non-linearity 

operation. 

Further, a pooling operation is performed to retain necessary info whereas reducing spatial resolution. The 

max-pooling operation preserved the utmost price of spatial neighbourhood (like 2×2 window). So, pooling 

operation helps in removing variability that exists because of illumination, noise, rotation and pose. It 

additionally helps to scale back the computation for later layers by reducing the matrix dimensions. The 

proposed CNN consists of 4 stacks of convolution and pooling layers followed by a completely connected 

layer. The proposed CNN design is summarized in Table 1.  

Throughout training, the last layer is related to a multiclass cross-entropy loss perform as conferred within 

the given Eq. (2): 

 , , 

1

log             (2)
N

pr t pr t

n

loss x p


   

where N is number of training samples, pr  is predicted user id, p is predicted probability, t  is actual target 

user id and x   is binary indicator (0 or 1), determining whether prediction is the same as target.  

The CNN parameters are trained victimization Adam optimiser [63] that takes into consideration 

advantages of Adagrad [64] by computing adaptive learning rates and RMSpropoptimiser [65] by shrewd 

decaying average of past square gradients 
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where 1p  is parameter value (updated), p is  previous parameter value, pm is mean,  is step size, pv  is 

variance, and   is small number (say 10-9 to prevent division-by-zero).  

The algorithm have a preference of flat minima in error hyper plane that avoid native minima and therefore 

achieving higher generalization [66, 67].  

So, it is economical across deep learning tasks. To avoid dropout, overfitting and L2 regularization square 

measure applied to each convolutional and absolutely connected layers [68].  

Thus, nodes co-adaptation and over-dependence on massive weights is prevented. Additionally, using batch 

social control [69] ensures that variance shift is least, rising consistency and reproducibility of the proposed 

work.  

2.3 Feature transform scheme 
 

Suppose the extracted feature vector b is derived from the feature extraction process conducted on an input 

ROI image. Now the extracted features are transformed by using random slope method.  



Initially b  feature vector is generated using random grid  q and basic OR operation as given in Eq. (4)  

 

              (4)s b q   

 

The user-specific random key is generated with a dimension similar to the original feature vector b .The q

contains the random integral value in the range of [-255 to 255]. 

The feature vector s  is divided in two equal parts as given below 

 2/:1 fsa   and  ffsb :12/   

Now these values are used to define the feature points  p  

      , ibyiax ii   

Now, we generate a user specific key   having randomly distributed non-integral values. The dimension 

of   is f1  and further divide in 0  and 1  in order to define mapping for the random point .irp Where

      , ibyix ii  . 

The basic line equation is given as rgxy  , where g stands for slope or gradient and r is the intercept 

made by the line. 

The slope and intercept [70] of all the lines passing through the feature points  p  and random point irp  

are calculated and normalized as given in Eq. (5) and (6) 
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Where  igG   and  irR  . ig is the slope of the line and G is the slope vector.  ir  is the intercept of 

the lines and R is the intercept vector. 

The transformed template is computed as given in Eq. (7), 

 

     (7)i i iTb NG NR  . 

 

Hence, the transformed feature Tb is used for storing and matching process. The user can utilize vector q

and   in token form. At every authentication, users’ biometric is transformed using the same vectors. If 

compromised, new transformed template can be generated by changing the keys. Also, the dimension of 

transformed features reduces by 50%. 

 

2.4 Random code generation 

 

The base-n codes (length of m) that are randomly generated and used as labels for various users. As an 

example, binary (base-2) uses solely 2 symbols (0 and 1), ternary (base-3) uses 3 symbols (0, 1 and 2) and 

a couple of then on. Random generation of codes ensures no alikeness to the original biometric sample. 

Therefore, associate degree persona non grata would need to brute-force all attainable codes i.e. n
m attacks 

that is computationally not possible provided  m t , a manually chosen threshold. 

 



 

 

 

For an n-ary code entropy is defined as given in Eq. (8), 

  plog           8
i

n

i n

i

H p   

where H denotes entropy, ip is occurrence probability of symbol i , here 0ip  . 

According to Eq. (8), the utmost entropy of associate degree n-ary code, every image i  have occurrence 

probability of1 / n . Completely different base-n codes are used as classification labels so as to evaluate the 

performance of the proposed scheme. The work is additionally evaluated for various code lengths.  

Table 1 Summary of CNN architecture. 

 

Layers Parameters 

Convolution Patch size: 7×7 

depth: 16 

Batch normalization >ReLU activation momentum: 0.9 

epsilon: 0.001 

maxpooling patch size: 2 × 2 

depth: 16 

regularisation dropout: 0.2 

L2 beta: 0.5 

convolution patch size: 5 × 5 

depth: 32 

batch normalisation > ReLU activation momentum: 0.9 

epsilon: 0.001 

max pooling patch size: 2 × 2 

depth: 32 

regularisation Dropout 

L2 beta: 0.5 

convolution patch size: 3 × 3 

depth: 64 

batch normalisation > ReLU activation momentum: 0.9 

epsilon: 0.001 

max Pooling patch size: 2 × 2 

depth: 64 

regularisation dropout: 0.2 

L2 beta: 0.5 

convolution patch size: 1 × 1 

depth: 128 

batch normalisation > ReLU activation momentum: 0.9 

epsilon: 0.001 

max pooling patch size: 2 × 2 

depth: 256 

regularisation dropout: 0.2 

L2 beta: 0.5 

fully connected layer number of neurons: 512 

fully connected layer number of neurons: 80 

regularisation dropout: 0.2 

L2 beta: 0.5 

fully connected layer number of neurons: 100 

 



The range of experimentations was chosen as  2,9n and  10 ,72m to evaluate the impact of code length 

on recognition accuracy. 

 

2.5 Cryptographic Hash 
 

The random codes are hashed using secure hash algorithm to protect the palm-print template [71]. In the 

proposed work, SHA-3 [72] is employed as a result of it's the new customary for sturdy security. A user is 

verified by matching hash digest of his take a look at biometric sample with the hash digest guide. The 

proposed methodology uses SHA3-256 with the permutation perform of the sponge construction [73-75]. 

The parameters bit rate, output size and capacity are 1088, 256 and 512 respectively. 
 

2.6 Matching  

 

The transformed feature vector T
Tb and Q

Tb obtained from the template and query images respectively. 

The similarity score [76] is calculated as given in Eq. (9) 

  2

2 2

2

2 2

,  Tb 1        (9)

T Q

T Q

T Q

Tb Tb
S Tb

Tb Tb


 


 

Where 
2

. denotes the 2-norm. The similarity score is either 0 or 1. ‘0’ indicates the completely different 

feature vectors, while ‘1’ indicates similar feature vectors.  

 

3. Experimental results and discussion  
 

3.1 Experimental setup 

 

Three palm-print databases PolyU [77], CASIA [78] and IIT-Delhi [79] were utilized to evaluate the 

performance of the proposed framework. The description of the used databases is given in Table 2.  

The performance of the proposed method is evaluated using Genuine Acceptance Rate (GAR), Equal Error 

Rate (EER) and Decidability Index (d).  

False Non-Match Rate (FNMR) and False Match Rate (FMR) are defined as given in Eq. (10) and (11), 
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FN

FNMR
FN TP
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Where, FP and FN are number of false positives and number of false negatives respectively. TN and TP  

are number of true negatives and number of true positives. EER is defined as the point at which FMR equals 

FNMR. 

The decidability index (d) is a measure of the degree of separation between genuine and imposter 

populations [80].  

 

 

 

 

 



It is defined as  
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Where, g  and i  are mean of genuine and imposter respectively.  g  and i are variance of genuine and 

imposter respectively. The Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve is also used which is a plot of 

False Match Rate (FMR) against GAR, where the X-pivot represents the FMR, and the Y-pivot represents 

the 1-FNMR.  

The experiments are conducted on Dell Precision Tower 5810 by using MATLAB (R2018a). CPU as Intel 

Xeon Processor and two 2-GB NvidiaQuadro K620 GPUs, windows 10 (operating system 64 bit). 

 

 

 

Table 2 Databases used for the experiment. 

Database PolyU CASIA IIT-Delhi 

Subjects 386 312 230 

No. of images per subject 10 8 7 

Image size 384×284 640×480 800×600 

Total images 7,752 5,502 4,080 

K fold 5 4 3 

 

Table 4 Genuine and imposter distribution along with EER and decidability index. 

Database Genuine Imposter EER  

(%) 

decidability index 

(d) mean variance mean variance 

PolyU 0.901 0.315 0.264 0.061 0.62 29.32 

CASIA 0.801 0.082 0.398 0.070 0.70 26.98 

IIT-Delhi 0.613 0.019 0.401 0.080 1.01 25.25 

 

Table 3 Recognition preformation in terms of the EER (%) and GAR (%) with different code lengths.   

Database Length (m) GAR (%) EER (%) 

PolyU 256 98.12 0.71 

1024 99.05 0.62 

CASIA 256 97.11 0.78 

1024 98.99 0.70 

IIT-Delhi 256 95.21 1.21 

1024 97.11 1.01 

 



 

Fig. 3. ROC curve on PolyU database (a) for code length 256 and (b) for code length 1024. 

3.2 Results and discussion 
 

The recognition preformation in terms of the EER (%) and GAR (%) with different code lengths (256 and 

1024) is listed in Table 3 on three palm-print databases. The proposed strategy accomplishes up to 0.62% 

average EER and 99.05% GAR on PolyU database with a code length of 1024. The CASIA database gives 

an EER of 0.70% whereas IIT-Delhi database yields EER of 1.01%. The GAR is 98.99% and 97.11% for 

CASIA and IIT-Delhi databases respectively.  

The ROC curves are appeared in Fig. 3, 4 and 5 displaying execution of methodology relating to the 

different lengths of random codes (256 and 1024). Each curve in a sub-figure compares to a ROC curve for 

an alternate length of the arbitrary code. For instance, Fig. 3a shows ROC curve for codes of length 256 

with various numeral frameworks, for example, binary and ternary that are utilized for irregular codes on 

PolyU database. The ROC curves show the discriminating capacity of a classifier dependent on the GAR 

(1 − FNMR) and FMR.  

Table 4 listed genuine and imposter distribution along with EER and decidability index values on three 

palm-print databases. The mean and variances for genuine and impostor are reported and further observed 

that the separability between genuine and impostor is good. The higher value of decidability index (d>25) 

indicates high separability and supports low error rates as a result. The proposed approach gives decidability 

index of 29.32% and 26.98% on PolyU and CASIA databases respectively.  

Table 5 Comparison of EER (%) with state-of-art methods. 

Reference Method EER 

(%) 

Zuo et al. [81] Gray Salting 1.02 

Leng and Zhang [33] Biophasor 1.30 

Maiorana et al. [83] BioConvolving 5.95 

Leng and Zhang [33]  Palmhash 2.70 

Cho and Teoh [82] RPM (Random permutation maxout transform) 2.91 

Proposed Transformation scheme and secure hash algorithm 0.62 

 



 
Fig. 4 ROC Curve on CASIA database (a) for code length 256 and (b) for code length 1024  

 

A comparative investigation of the proposed system with some of the state-of-art methods have been 

explored. Some feature transformation schemes base on random projection such as Gray Salting [81], 

Palmhash [33], BioConvolving [83], RPM (Random permutation maxout transform) [82] are listed in Table 

5. The proposed scheme outperform than Gray salting and BioPhasor. The strategy additionally gives 

preferred outcomes over BioConvolving and permutation based RPM methods. The proposed scheme 

achieves an EER of 0.62%.  

Fig. 6 represent the appropriation of EER values as box plots (utilizing least, lower quartile, middle, upper 

quartile and greatest). The comparative inter quartile areas over all code lengths shows that EER esteems 

are steady concerning code length and base. This permits the verification framework to deftly pick a security 

level.  

 

3.3 Security analysis  

 

Revocability is the basic requirement for cancelable biometrics [44]. The first image of each palm-print in 

PolyU database is used to create 60 transformed templates and assigning different random grids  q  and 

different user-specific key   . The first template is matched with the rest of the templates. Mean and 

variance of the genuine and imposter are listed in Table 4.  It is demonstrated that the separability between 

genuine and impostor is good and generates uncorrelated transformed templates.  

Hill climbing attacks comprise of an application that sends artificially created particulars layouts to the 

matcher and, as indicated by the match score, arbitrarily adjusts the formats until the decision threshold is 

exceeded. This weakness of the standard biometric system is self-addressed in this work by mistreatment 

indiscriminately generated base-n codes (length of m) as labels for various users. Further, SHA-3 is used 

to hash the codes for secured storage.  The stored hash digests are non–invertible and bear no alikeness to 

input biometric information, an intruder would have to be compelled to brute-force all potential codes, i.e. 
n

m attacks, that is computationally not possible provided  m t , a manually chosen threshold. For 

instance, if a code of length 256 is employed for authentication associate aggressor would have to be 

compelled to brute force 2256 codes that is unworkable.  



 Fig. 5. ROC Curve on IIT-Delhi database (a) for code length 256 and (b) for code length 1024. 

Fig. 6. EER values across different base-n codes. 

 

4. Conclusion 
 

A secure and cancellable palm-print biometric recognition system is proposed. Desegregation benefits of 

CNN, transformation scheme and SHA-3 paves the method for a secure palm-print biometric system. CNN 

is applied to extract features from ROIs. Random slope takes feature vectors extracted by CNN as 

information samples. The transformation scheme can be considered as reliable and competitive template 

transformation techniques. SHA-3 is used for storage of templates that's non-invertible, and hence, there's 

no scope for an intrusion.  The good separability between genuine and impostor generates uncorrelated 

transformed templates. The evaluations and experiments shows high GAR of 99.05% with an EER of 0.62% 

irrespective of the base and length of labels. Hence, any enterprise can choose the specified bit length for a 

tunable level of security. Additionally, proposed methodology is analyzed to be competent against attacks.  
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